
Safe and Well

Working safely with asbestos Well done to our engineers who highlighted some 
broken asbestos cement ducts in PCP9 at Larkhall, Scotland and sealed off the 
cabinet whilst they obtained advice on how to complete their work.  

Some of the older ducts within the Openreach network are made from asbestos 
cement and generally contain 10 - 15% asbestos fibres bound in the cement. 
Because these fibres are firmly bound in the cement, fibres will only be released 
if the material is significantly disturbed, such as sawing, drilling or abrading with 
powered tools. Remember: asbestos is only a risk when it becomes airborne and 
so wherever possible, the material must kept as complete as possible, and not 
subject to unnecessary disturbance.

By following the guidance in the task statement in the Health and Safety handbook, 
our engineers were able to safely remove the fragments of bonded asbestos cement 
and then complete their work. Other task statements cover:

• safe recovery of damaged duct fragments from PCPs

• recovery of pillars from the network

• working with asbestos ducts (including cabling). 

These statements explain what PPE must be worn, what precautions you 
should take and how to dispose of the waste. So if you are working on 
asbestos cement ducts, please take the time to read the task statements before 
starting work.  If you’re not sure then ask your manager or the safety team for 
advice. There’s more info about asbestos in general in the health & safety  
handbook as you may be surprised where you could encounter it.

Issue 68 – March 2019
http://snip.bt.com/safety

Safe and Well Issue 68 – given how often we work at height, it’s not surprising that a fair few 
articles relate to Tetra, pole safety and accessing poles. We aren’t totally pole-obsessed so look out 
for a spotlight on health, checking you aren’t overloaded, keeping sites safe & secure and safety info 
updates. Plus were you a winner? First an update on a recent asbestos related incident.

Proudly published by the Openreach Health and Safety Team – talk to us @ Safety Direct

Not quite déjà vu Last month we asked 
you to keep an eagle eye for any of our 
plant attached to HV? Well, as part of SD 
Safety Day, James Balchin (BVK38) 
captured this one and shared it via Wired. 
So as well as being a great #safetyshoutout, 
it’s a powerful safety catch.  So if you do 
see any of our plant attached to HV then:

• Raise a A1024 with a 540 defect code

• Get in contact with the safety team at 
safetydirect@openreach.co.uk

Download the guide

PS: – the online guide is now at V3.0 
(all the changes listed in the back) and 
has better index navigation.
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Time to talk Tetra – the regular spot where we cover the top issues being flagged around the Tetra system.  
And if you followed SD Safety Day on Wired, you’ll have spotted plenty of instances of “Tetra in the Wild”.  

A top FAQ has been around Tetra and short duration flat roof access.

Q: “I’m trained to access flat roofs and have been upskilled with Tetra. 
How does this affect me? Do I have to stop accessing flat roofs?”

A: No, you can continue accessing flat roofs. We’re working on a Flat Roof 
access upskill course which covers new elements, so for now you can continue 
accessing them as follows:

• Secure the ladder using the Tetra processes, remembering to use the Flat 
Roof Microlite and extending the ladder 1.05m above the roof edge.

• Climb the ladder using the rope grab. When at the top, connect the cows tail.
• Pull up the crawling boards and place them on the roof as normal. Disconnect 

the rope grab and move onto the crawling boards. 
• Once in a safe posture on the roof, disconnect the cows tail and move away from the edge.
• To leave the roof, reverse the process. Make sure you’re in a safe posture when re-connecting the cows tail.

Bookmark our Tetra information website to stay up to date

Congratulations! we’ve a risk assessment for that… if you’ve got a potential “new 
joiner” to the team, have you ever thought about whether the work a mum-to-be is doing 
is still safe for her and her baby?  And given Tetra is high focus, working at height is 
definitely one area where pregnancy is a consideration. We’ve updated the Tetra FAQs to 
cover that. So what’s the guidance with WAH and what do people need to consider? 

There are situations where work at height may not be appropriate for mums-to-be so you need to use the risk 
assessment process to identify what can and cannot be done.  Work which involves climbing poles or 
situations where a fall arrest harness must be used present a much higher risk of harm to the woman and her 
unborn baby.  Taking guidance from our harness suppliers, our position is: 

“An expectant mother must not carry out work where they are required to wear a fall arrest 
harness” (this does NOT include situations where a work restraint system is in use, such as at 
building edges or MEWP operations”  If you’re expecting (congratulations) and are scheduled to go on 
Tetra training, you’ll be unable to do so at the moment as we have a duty to keep you and your baby safe. 

And it’s not just climbing that has restrictions – any work with lead isn’t allowed, so includes work with 
copper braided cables or using solder on MDF blocks. There are certain hazardous substance warning to 
watch for and contact with RF (non ionising radiation) requires consideration. It’s all in the guidance.

There are other things to consider like vehicles, PPE and general welfare. Having a really good conversation 
with a working mum-to-be shouldn’t be daunting, after all you both want to keep mum and baby safe.

The info to know
Expectant mothers in engineering: http://snip.bt.com/MAT001
(incs climbing, confined spaces, lifting, hazardous substances, lead and lone working) 
Risk assessment for new and expectant mothers: http://snip.bt.com/MAT002
Health & Wellbeing during maternity: http://snip.bt.com/MAT003
Maternity handbook for engineers and managers: http://snip.bt.com/MAT004
Line manager responsibilities: http://snip.bt.com/MAT005

http://snip.bt.com/safety
https://openreach.office.bt.com/sites/wired/newsfeed.aspx?ThreadID=https://openreach.office.bt.com/sites/wired/Lists/PublishedFeed/DispForm.aspx?ID%3D277924
https://hr.bt.com/en-gb/hr-in-bt/line-of-business-hr/openreach/safety-direct/working-at-height
http://snip.bt.com/MAT001
http://snip.bt.com/MAT001
http://snip.bt.com/MAT002
http://snip.bt.com/MAT003
http://snip.bt.com/MAT004
http://snip.bt.com/MAT005
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Is it meant to do that? You know that it’s important to thoroughly carry out your 
pre-climb pre-work checks (PC-PW), and usually there isn’t anything remarkable as a 
result. But sometimes there is… Thanks to Nick Hudson (BVK269) for sharing this.

“The pole in the video is pretty recent and is one you would not usually expect to be 
so badly decayed. This really highlights the importance of why we carry out a pole test 
on every pole, every time, regardless of age.”

Our Plant safety team are already involved and the pole will obviously be removed. 
This level of decay isn’t usual in a pole of that age so they are doing a full 
investigation.   Checking a pole is safe to work on or from is essential to keep yourself, 
and others, safe.  PC-PW check every time. Click to view the video

Keeping frames safety in focus A few safety shout outs from the MDF environment, two of which have a 
similar feel to them – something needs ironing out there then...
First shout out from Richard Cain (BVK48E) who spotted that a soldering iron had been left plugged in 
and unattended at Langton ATE in Kent. He took the right action and made the iron safe, his swift actions 
could well have prevented a fire. The next shout out was similar and flagged up by Richard Wright 
(BVKB1T) on Wired during Safety Day – again, a reminder make irons safe when not in use.

“Came into Skelmersdale exchange 
and found a iron left out of its holder 
hanging in between blocks and still 
plugged in!! Second picture of how all 
irons should be safely placed when not 
in use.” #UKFramesCoaches 
#SafetyShoutout

“#safetyshoutout An example of bad safety, 
creating a trip hazard at Northampton Derngate 
ATE. The un-plugged soldering irons had their leads 
trailing, which could catch on the frame ladder or 
trip someone up. It took only seconds to make them 
tidy and safe. #Wmcoaches”

Then a change of hazard from Andrew 
Munro (BVKB1J) – at least the iron was 
unplugged this time. Given that slips, trips 
and falls account for a high percentage of 
incidents, it’s a great shout out. 
Another super Safety Day Wired post.

Please remember to adhere to this safety 
instruction #UKFramescoaches #Safetyshoutout 

You can find more MDF housekeeping tips in ISIS SFY/HSH/D066

And sometimes all you need is 
a reminder to focus on keeping 
yourself safe – great shout out 
by Phil Amor (BVKB1T) –

Keep calm and Cobra on an update on working with Cobras.

Kit: Following on from the serious incident in November, you may have 
started to see new rods coming through from stores, with the permanent 
fixing solution applied. You may still get issued with a “tape in place” 
version as existing supplies in store were tape-fixed, and those are fine to 
use. What matters is that you stay working safely with your kit.

esiTest: We’re working with Supply Chain to get all the final details in 
place to agree the full inspection and repair process. Once that’s sorted, 
rods can get added on to esi-Test profiles. We’ll keep you posted.

AMS Checks:  A reminder that if you hold rods, you need to have had a 
fresh AMS 809 check successfully done by end of Q4. Most have been 
done, but there are still defects around modifications not being done 
or appropriate PPE (including goggles) not being worn. If you 
aren’t clear on how to work safely using Cobras – revisit the Toolbox Talk

http://snip.bt.com/safety
http://snip.bt.com/Polecheck
http://snip.bt.com/SAFE001V
http://snip.bt.com/polecheck
http://snip.bt.com/SAFE001V
http://snip.bt.com/SAFE001V
http://snip.bt.com/SAFE001V
https://openreach.office.bt.com/sites/wired/newsfeed.aspx?ThreadID=8.e48c4e9c72434e9ba6624bec7ed560f3.0e7b37b25f7041e4ad4424de259aa7fb.e48c4e9c72434e9ba6624bec7ed560f3.0c37852b34d0418e91c62ac25af4be5b.c5aa292d0cd64658b93df186822e9c5c.277410.277410.1
https://openreach.office.bt.com/sites/wired/newsfeed.aspx?ThreadID=8.e48c4e9c72434e9ba6624bec7ed560f3.0e7b37b25f7041e4ad4424de259aa7fb.e48c4e9c72434e9ba6624bec7ed560f3.0c37852b34d0418e91c62ac25af4be5b.7fbd6f0fec9e4d1189011355d2ff23cd.277466.277466.1
https://officeapp.bt.com/sites/documentmanager/SitePages/ReadDocument.aspx?lib=/sites/documentmanager/ISIS Library/SFY/i_sfyhsh/1hshd066.xml#11.4
https://openreach.office.bt.com/sites/wired/newsfeed.aspx?ThreadID=8.e48c4e9c72434e9ba6624bec7ed560f3.0e7b37b25f7041e4ad4424de259aa7fb.e48c4e9c72434e9ba6624bec7ed560f3.0c37852b34d0418e91c62ac25af4be5b.d238231cba8b49cbae0cab2d260b9594.277467.277467.1
http://snip.bt.com/SAFE033
http://snip.bt.com/AMS809
http://snip.bt.com/SAFE033
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On the Road – we have our winner(s) Thanks to everyone who took time to give us 
their views about “On the Road” – we certainly aren’t short of people who want to make 
things better for everyone in Openreach. In fact, we had enough responses to merit two 
£25 recognition awards, rather than one. And our van-tastic winners are Luke Brewer 
(BVK35C) and Greig Sweeney (BNN213). We’re working through everyone’s 
suggestions to see what can get polished up for the revised booklet, so more vehicle types, 
what-if scenarios, less text and a simpler layout are all on the cards. Watch this space…

It’s fine to know a new number although we hope you won’t need this one too 
often. If you commit a driving offence in an Openreach vehicle, it’s your responsibility 
to pay the fine. You need to let your manager know and contact the repayments team 
on 0808 100 0834 to make a payment. It’s a new number, so stick it in your 
phone. All payments need to go through this team, not via the council directly. 
The team can’t settle any disputes about your fine though (they’re helpful, not super 
heroes). For other info relating to vehicle offences, there’s a FAQ guide from the team. 
And yes, the online version of “On the Road” has been updated to include this.0808 100 0834 

Even tough things can get overloaded Our vehicles have been designed and 
built so that if they’re correctly loaded with the tools signed off and agreed for your 
skill set, then your vehicle stays underweight and compliant. But if other stuff has 
ended up being loaded on, this causes problems both legal and safety related. An 
overloaded vehicle can be a danger to the driver, passengers and other road users. 
If the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA), police or a trading standards 
officer find a vehicle to be overloaded on gross weight, axle weight or both, the 
company and/or driver risk prosecution. It’s your responsibility to keep your 
vehicle weight compliant. If you’re unsure or feel your vehicle may be overweight, 
speak to your manager and arrange to get your vehicle weighed at the nearest 
weigh bridge. You can find them at www.gov.uk/find-weighbridge

Because this is such a serious issue, Fleet Solutions and Openreach do vehicle 
weight checks at busy sites across the country with a portable weigh bridge. This 
helps highlight trends in overloading and feeds into future vehicle specification so 
we meet the needs of both the business and the driver. Check the commercial 
driver’s handbook and yes, “On the Road” does already cover this weighty issue.

That’s about 250kg on the 
front of the cab with the 
driver about to leave the site. 
Unsecured and dangerous

Sometimes you really do need to go the long way around – and in this case, if you’re a driver of a new 
Versalift PE1, you’ll already know the issue with the existing safety lanyard; it was a bit on the short side and 
restricting movement potential. Good news – a new extended lanyard is now available from Ridgegear, but 
only for Versalift PE1 drivers – it’s not for everyone. Managers in scope should have got an email confirming the 
full ordering process but here’s a quick summary. 

• It’s only the registered driver of the ‘new’ Versalift PE No1 who need to be equipped with two of the longer 
lanyards. (One for the operator and the other for a potential passenger). The lanyards should be 
registered against the driver’s UIN on esiTest. It’s fine to leave the lanyards on the vehicle for use by other 
trained operators where leave / cover etc is required.

• Order via Ibuy @ approx £32 each using code is RGL12/1.3/K2P/BT “adjustable lanyard special”
• No, it’s not just for really tall people, although a shorter operator may well not encounter any restriction 

issues with our existing MEWP lanyard. (Remember this new lanyard is only for the ‘new’ Versalift PE No1 –
the CPL and original No1 have a higher anchor point, as do all our other existing MEWP types).

• Yes, you can use the PE1 lanyard on other hoists as it’s fully adjustable and exactly the same as the 
previous type, it’s just 300mm longer.

http://snip.bt.com/safety
http://snip.bt.com/ontheroad
http://snip.bt.com/ontheroad
http://snip.bt.com/ontheroad
https://intra.bt.com/bt/openreach/how-we-work/fleet/Documents/Parking fines/Vehicle offence FAQ's - Jan 2019.pptx
http://www.gov.uk/find-weighbridge
http://snip.bt.com/ORFleet
http://snip.bt.com/ontheroad
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The AMS update box New check:
AMS 824 Safe Tree Cutting went
live on FPQ on 1 March. It’s
designed as a check only for
people who have been formally
trained in tree cutting. 

Quick field tip: AMS: Inputting a re-check? 
Put in ‘Recheck’ in the AIND field to highlight that it’s 
a recheck if you need to track this.

Spring cleaning for year end No.1 – L2M 
Check your L2M isn’t asking you to do something a bit 
weird… as we flagged in January, if you think “why do 
I need that training as a manager?”, it’s probably due 
to the skill profile of one of your team. If they’re 
hanging on to legacy skills from an old role, then you’ll 
get a flag for an AMS check requirement plus your own 
training needs. If it’s not needed, those elements 
vanish. See the L2 website or SNW066 for how to 
sort this. Get in the best position to 
move into Licence 2019/20.

Safe and Well: Issue 68 March 2019 v1.0
http://snip.bt.com/safety

Download AMS 824

Stay in the know about NRSWA 
Not sure on your Units, card running out, lost your 
card or you don’t need it any longer – but no idea 
where to go?  Help is at hand via the Openreach 
learning catalogue (in addition to info you can get via 
Licence To). 

Remember: your Streetworks card really does 
matter, both from a legal and safety perspective, so 
keep up to date on your NRSWA know-how.

Spring cleaning for year end No.2 – Incidents
With around 12% of incidents still flagged as “In 
progress” on the HR system (and some 9 months+), 
it matters to check you’ve done all the necessary 
online tasks to get the case closed off. After all, 
you’ve done the hard bit which is the investigation 
and sharing any learning; this is just the final piece in 
the jigsaw. If an incident is ongoing, that’s fine, but 
mostly these just need a few clicks to get it all 
complete. Check the guidance in the H&S Handbook 
or see the mini troubleshooter in Jan’s Safe & Well.

Don’t get worn down – in particular when it comes to tools. Nothing lasts 
forever, so if you’re noticing that your tools aren’t performing just as well as 
they used to, check if they need replacing. Cutters that start to take a little 
more effort to cut or maybe screwdrivers which slip now and again as the 
blade is slightly worn.  In the case of inserters like these Quante ones, 
they’re designed to be used with minimal effort, using excessive force or not 
gripping the handle correctly could lead to a possible hand injury. 
The simplest of tools can cause serious injuries if not used right.

What’s the main thing you must remember about MiiS? In some tricky rural 
areas, we offer mobile network operators improved 3G or 4G coverage via mobile infill 
infrastructure solution (MiiS), an antenna fixed to the top of an existing pole. Working 
on MiiS poles does carry a danger as MiiS uses 230V AC mains voltage which can cause 
shocks and burns or in the worst case, death. 
So what’s the one thing you must remember about MiiS?  
It’s this: You must make sure the system is shut off before you climb.   
There’ll be lots of on-site signage telling you what to do, the full process is also covered 
in SFY/HSH/D040 - Working on the Overhead Network.

FND have made available an extra briefing pack on MiiS 
which is featured in March’s team meeting packs. It’s 
important to know what to do in the event of attending a 
damaged MiiS site as although this may be an emergency 
situation and you’re under pressure to do something quickly, 
you have to stay safe when working.  

A burning issue when it comes to safety and security arson is the biggest 
cause of fire spread outside our exchange buildings. So any waste left next to a 
building becomes an easy target for arsonists, even if the site is secure. The recent 
fire at Marston exchange caused substantial damage, with built up waste next to the 
building set alight. Luckily no one was injured, but that might not always be the case. 
You can help by:
• removing all your engineering waste at the earliest opportunity to the nearest BT 

re-cycling depot
• keeping all waste, waste skips and stillages located at least six metres away from 

any building (and used correctly – check the waste guide if you’re not sure)
• reporting waste build up at any BT building on 0800 223388

http://snip.bt.com/AMS824
https://hr.bt.com/en-gb/hr-in-bt/line-of-business-hr/openreach/safety-direct/licence-to
http://snip.bt.com/SNW066
http://snip.bt.com/safety
http://snip.bt.com/AMS824
https://openreach.office.bt.com/sites/OLearning/brochure/SitePages/NRSWA Guidance.aspx
https://hr.bt.com/en-gb/hr-in-bt/line-of-business-hr/openreach/safety-direct/licence-to
https://hr.bt.com/en-wish_3rdParty/safety-wellbeing/safety/health-safety-handbook/accidents-incidents/how-to-complete-an-incident-investigation
http://snip.bt.com/SNW066
https://officeapp.bt.com/sites/documentmanager/SitePages/ReadDocument.aspx?lib=/sites/documentmanager/ISIS Library/SFY/i_sfyhsh/1hshd040.xml#5
https://openreach.office.bt.com/sites/openreach-comms-2018/Fibre and network delivery/Links for Loop/MIIS Safety briefing.pdf
https://www.gazettelive.co.uk/news/teesside-news/five-fire-engines-rush-blaze-15868525
http://snip.bt.com/wastedG
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Are you getting it right when behind the wheel? Your vehicle can end up feeling like a mobile office, so it 
matters to get sufficient breaks, check your posture and driving set up, take care when reaching into vehicles 
not to overstretch and particular check when stepping out; just what are you about to step on to..?
Check out the Driving advice factsheet.
Are you fit to sit? – making sure your desk set up is right will go a long way in reducing the strains and 
stresses which hit the neck, arms and shoulders. From where you screen is, the height of your chair or how you 
use your mouse and keyboard all come into play – see the Safe office working factsheet for hints and tips.

Safe and Well: Issue 68 March 2019 v1.0
http://snip.bt.com/safety

I want more!  More Safety info? Then head over to Safety Direct to see what else is there. And remember to 
catch Group’s HSW newsletter as well. Want to have something featured in Safe & Well then drop us a line. 

The Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) is available 24/7, 
it’s free, it’s for everyone and it’s confidential. 
So why use it?

• It’s separate from BT – run by an outside company

• It’s confidential - and it really is

• It’s not only counselling (but they’re pretty good at that)

• It’s a way to get advice on issues like benefits, financial 
worries, family problems or non work related legal stuff 

Everyone needs a bit of help sometimes, make the call.
0800 917 6767

If a physical load was too 
much, you’d ask for help 
to prevent harm… 

… so don’t carry it all 
yourself when it comes to 
“stuff” that’s causing you
problems.

Let someone help you.

Don’t keep it secret – we’re talking about the free physio service from 
RehabWorks - we’d much rather it wasn’t one of our “best kept secrets” 
Maybe with 2000+ people using the service every year, word is starting to get out 
there; after all there’s a lot to recommend it:

• It’s totally free to use – there’s no cost to yourself
• It doesn’t matter how you “gained a pain” – it’s your body that matters, not 

whether it was at work, at home or playing sports. 
• You don’t need to be already off work to use it & you don’t need a GP referral 

You get speedy support and guidance over the phone from a chartered 
physiotherapist to help deal with immediate problems

• Over 80% of referrals lead to face to face physio sessions

What if there was something that could help speed up recovery from surgery, 

you’d probably want to know about it?  

Well, that’s exactly what the Prehabilitation service from RehabWorks is all about 

and yes, just like the physio, it’s free, easily accessible, not limited to work related 

stuff and even better, is suitable for any type of surgery.  

Going into hospital for surgery probably doesn’t feature that highly on a list of 

“Things I’m looking forward to” so give the Prehab service a ring and see how you 

can make it something a bit less daunting and get the best outcome.

"Don't twist and shout“

http://snip.bt.com/prehabs

To get in touch with RehabWorks call: 0333 222 0712  

Backs, shoulders and knees – around 50% of calls into RehabWorks are back related; 
17% knees and 15% shoulders.  So is there anything you can think about to make sure 
you “don’t twist and shout” when it comes to those three regions:

Move it! – moving equipment, carrying your ladders around, even picking up a toolbox, 
it’s all manual handling so take a moment to check you are still doing it right. Need a 
refresher on TILE (or don’t know what that is)?, see http://snip.bt.com/safe025.
All the right gear and the right idea? Using kneeling mats or pads is an obvious one, 
but what about using your roller bar and checking your posture when it comes to working 
UG. Tempted to hoick a cover off a box without the roller bar? Think what suddenly 
dragging 60+kg might do to your body (consider that a sack of spuds is about 25kg…)

http://snip.bt.com/backout

https://office.bt.com/sites/wish_website_master_documentation/Wellbeingdocumentsformsetc/physical-health/driving-advice-sheet.pdf
https://office.bt.com/sites/wish_website_master_documentation/Wellbeingdocumentsformsetc/physical-health/BT Safe Office Working.pdf
http://snip.bt.com/safety
http://snip.bt.com/safety
https://myprofile.bt.com/sites/IntraBlog/hsw_news/default.aspx
mailto:kathryn.carless@openreach.co.uk?subject=Here's an idea for Safe & Well
https://hr.bt.com/en-gb/safety-wellbeing/support-services/employee-assistance
https://office.bt.com/sites/wish_website_master_documentation/Wellbeingdocumentsformsetc/recovering_health/physiotherapy-direct.pdf
https://hr.bt.com/en-gb/safety-wellbeing/support-services/prehabilitation-(rehabworks)
http://snip.bt.com/DTASO
http://snip.bt.com/prehabs
http://snip.bt.com/dtas
http://snip.bt.com/safe025
http://snip.bt.com/backout

